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Project Background
The Medical Education Partnership Initiative (MEPI)/CapacityPlus collaboration contracted the Public Health
Informatics Institute (PHII) to provide business analysis technical assistance in identifying business needs and
defining functional requirements. The functional requirements will be used to develop a graduate tracking
system and/or tools for MEPI medical training programs within ten African MEPI grant‐receiving institutions.
During the first three weeks of September 2013, PHII assessed the current state of graduate tracking by
conducting research on graduate tracking and conducting telephone interviews with eleven MEPI institution
focal representatives identified by CapacityPlus. Based on the information derived from the research and
telephone interviews, a total of fourteen business processes were identified. Six out of the fourteen identified
business processes were selected for further definition and validation.
In order to further define the six business processes, PHII convened teleconferences with graduate tracking
subject matter experts (SMEs). The information provided by the SMEs was used as guidance to develop draft
documents for the current state analysis of these processes. The draft documents were used to facilitate a
three day workshop convened in Lusaka, Zambia on October 21‐23, 2013. Representatives from ten MEPI
institutions involved in the graduate tracking collaboration, as well as a few representatives from
MEPI/Capacity Plus, ministries of health, ministries of education and medical councils attended the workshop.
During the workshop, PHII facilitated validation of draft business processes identified during the telephone
interviews and the SME teleconferences. Additionally, MEPI institution focal representatives collaboratively
developed functional requirements to support their current and future graduate tracking activities and
business processes. After the workshop, PHII updated all documentation with the information gathered from
the workshop and distributed it to the MEPI institution focal representatives for validation and feedback. The
feedback received from the MEPI institution focal representatives was incorporated into the finalized
documents included in this report.

What Is In This Document
For each business process validated during the workshop, three interrelated work products were created:
 Framework: A graphical representation of the overall business and the major components involved. Each
framework is different; no two frameworks should be exactly the same.
 Business Process Matrix: A table that outlines the components that describe a business process. Like a
Logic Model, it captures elements like the goal, desired outcomes, inputs, outputs, and other factors that
comprise a process.
 Task Flow: A graphical model that illustrates the activities of a business process and the entity that
performs the activities. The task flow provides a “story” for the diagrammed process.
 Functional Requirements: Statements that describe the functionality needed for an electronic or paper
based information system to support the business process. Requirements answer the question: “How
would you see information systems supporting activity X?”
In addition, this document includes a number of helpful appendices:
 Appendix A: A summary of the Collaborative Requirements Development Methodology used by PHII for
this and other requirements gathering projects
 Appendix B: Graduate Tracking Literature Review
 Appendix C: Summaries from the MEPI Institution Focal Person Interviews
 Appendix D: Graduate Tracking Vision and Next Steps
 Appendix E: Types of Graduate Tracking Reports
 Appendix F: Graduate Tracking Software and Functionality
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Appendix G: Example Business Process Matrix, Task Flow Diagram, and Requirements Document
Appendix H: Recommendations for preparing a Request for Proposal (RFP) and an RFP table of contents
template
Appendix I: General System Assessment (attachment to the RFP)
Appendix J: Vendor Assessment (attachment to the RFP)
Appendix K: Explanation of terminology used in this document
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How to Use This Document
You and your team may use the work products described above in several ways:
 Review the business process matrices to identify areas where your current activities and system functions
may not be as comprehensive as best practices require.
 Use a blank business process matrix template to create a new business process or programmatic function,
supporting comprehensive and thoughtful initial planning.
 Review the task flow diagrams for guidance to make your own workflows more efficient or effective, and
use them to create standard operating procedures to ensure consistency across your program.
 Compare the functionality of your current graduate tracking system against the list of system
requirements to identify possible enhancements for new or improved functionality.
 Compare the features of available systems using the system requirements as a benchmark.
 Utilize the system requirements to help craft a Request for Proposal for an information system.
You are invited to adopt and modify the information in this document as needed to address specific or unique
requirements. For example, you may want to remove business processes and/or requirements that do not
address a specific need, or refine and customize the templates presented in this document to better serve
your particular needs.
Please note, these requirements describe what is needed from an information system to support a business
process; we do not attempt to identify existing software or systems that might meet those needs in this
document. Whether you develop a custom software solution or purchase a commercial, off‐the‐shelf (COTS)
product is a determination only you can make based on your own programmatic and organizational needs.

Business Process Tools and Terms
Appendix G contains an example of each business process tool with explanatory text.

Business Process Matrix
The business process matrix is a table that outlines the components that describe the process (objectives,
business rules, triggers, task set, inputs, outputs, and outcomes). The business process matrix is designed to be
used as a quick reference for groups who are analyzing business processes. It is useful as a reference when
developing graphical models, such as the task flow diagrams, to focus everyone on the same objectives.

Components of a business process matrix
Process Name: The title given to a business process
Objectives: Concrete statements describing what the business process is trying to achieve
Business Rules: A set of criteria that defines or constrains some aspect of the business process
Triggers: Events, actions, or states that initiate the first course of action in a business process
Task Set: The key activities that are carried out in a business process
Inputs: Information or tangible items needed for the business process
Outputs: Information or tangible items produced by the business process
Outcomes: The resulting outputs that indicate the objectives have been met
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Task Flow Diagram
The task flow diagram is a graphical model that illustrates the activities of a business process, as well as who
performs those activities. The task flows provide a “story” for the process being diagrammed.

Components of a task flow diagram
Pool: A group, department, organization, or unit that contains multiple functional swim lanes
Swim Lanes: A functional individual or group; these are entities that perform or are accountable for
designated activities in the process
Start Event: A process‐mapping shape used to define the “start” of the process
Activity: An action performed by the functional individual or group
Decision: A decision needed to move the process forward; these are typically approvals or resolutions
Sub‐Process: A process‐mapping shape used as a call out to another process
End Event: A process‐mapping shape used to define the “end” of the process
Activity Details/Narrative: The supporting information for each process

Requirements
Requirements are the statements that describe the functionality needed for an information system to support
the business process. Requirements answer the question: “How would you see information systems
supporting activity X?” The requirements associated with each business process are not intended to suggest
any physical implementation strategy for an information system.
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Business Processes for Graduate Tracking
This section contains the work products developed throughout the project. First, an overall framework for
graduate tracking business processes is provided. Then, each individual business process is defined with a
business process matrix, a task flow diagram, and a requirements document. The business processes included
in this document are as follows:







Locate Graduates
Collect/Update Graduate Information
Search and View Graduate Information
Create Graduate Tracking Survey Tools
Manage Graduate Tracking Survey Response Data
Generate Reports
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Graduate Information
Management

Create, Manage, and
Administer Surveys

•Locate Graduates
•Collect/Update Graduate
Information
•Search and View Graduate
Information
•Manage Graduate Information

Payments and
Fundraising
•Submit Funds
•Manage Funds

•Create Graduate Tracking Survey Tools
•Manage Graduate Tracking Survey
Information
•View and Respond to Graduate Survey

•Early stakeholder involvement
•Institutional participation
•Capacity building

Reporting
•Generate Reports

Communication
•Communicate with Graduates
•Create and Manage Forums and
Message Boards
•View and Post to Forums and
Message Boards
•Connect to and Manage Social
Media
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ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

1

General Characteristics

Provide a stable and accessible environment

2

General Characteristics

Provide a user friendly interface that is consistent throughout the system

3

Data Capture

Require mandatory fields to be completed before the user can exit the screen

4

Data Capture

Support real-time notifications on data entry for quality control

5

Data Capture

Support real-time validation on data entry, preventing errors from being recorded

6

Data Capture

Provide appropriate calculations at time of data entry

7

Data Capture

Log transactions at time of data entry

8

Data Capture

Maintain transaction history log

9

Integration

Support ability to exchange data with other approved systems

10

Integration

Have ability to auto populate shared data fields from other approved systems

11

Security

Allow for secure data encryption

12

Security

Support definitions of roles with assigned levels of access, viewing, data entry, editing, and
auditing

13

Security

Authenticate each user by role before allowing access to system

14

Security

Allow access to view specific screens based on user role

15

Security

Use flexible password creation guidelines that align with national policy and standard
operating procedures

16

Security

Create and maintain user-specific security tables, containing user ID and password
information, that may be accessed only with administrator-level security

17

Security

Restrict user password revisions and force users to change their passwords at determined
intervals

18

Security

Terminate user login screen after determined number of unsuccessful attempts to log in

19

Security

Automatically log off idle workstations after a predetermined period of time

20

Security

Create, maintain, and save a user activity log audit trail

21

Security

Create rights and privilege groups by type of user

22

Security

Create unique user rights based on functions and screen displays

COMMENTS

Ex. Clearly labeled fields, "buttons", links, etc.

I.e., interoperability

General Requirements
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ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

23

Security

Control which users have the right to update specified data sets, and track the data
updated

24

System Administration

Allow local staff to perform system administration

25

System Administration

Ability to add and edit system maintenance functions

26

Technical Design

Provide ability to choose data entry devices and form factors

27

Technical Design

Provide efficient description and documentation of software development lifecycle

28

System Access and Navigation

Provide access to any allowed function from any workstation on the system

29

System Access and Navigation

Provide access to various screens through the use of menus and appropriate icons

30

System Access and Navigation

Allow user to move easily from one screen to another using screen-appropriate icons or
function keys

31

System Access and Navigation

Provide breadcrumbs (trail) to easily identify and track location

32

Miscellaneous

Generate unique record number(s)

33

Miscellaneous

Enable user defined search criteria for accessing transactions

34

Miscellaneous

Support multiple languages

35

Miscellaneous

Support a language preference function

36

Miscellaneous

Enable a test environment separate from production environment

Test environment should be a replica of the production
environment

37

Miscellaneous

Allow for system to be accessed through mobile devices

This will require separate GUI for mobile devices (e.g., iPad,
smart phone, netbook, etc.)

38

Miscellaneous

Adhere to industry accepted usability guidelines

39

Miscellaneous

Have ability to display field level errors

40

Miscellaneous

Improve menu structure to make short cuts for some of the most frequently used functionality

41

Miscellaneous

Ability to create an unlimited number of groups

Ex. Edit display options, user roles, user access, etc.

Applies to internal and user interface

Ex. Move course list to top menu, add button for course providers
to directly edit/add a course listing

General Requirements
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ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

42

Miscellaneous

Ability to support the latest version of multiple internet browsers

Ex. Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox, etc.

43

Miscellaneous

Ability to support multiple internet browsers

44

Miscellaneous

Ability to support the latest version of HTML

45

Miscellaneous

Have ability for learners to login using designated third party applications (also referred to Examples of standard third party applications include Google,
as federated login)
Yahoo, AOL, Windows Open ID, LinkedIn, or Twitter

46

Miscellaneous

Support a help function

47

Reliability

Provide search response time within designated tolerances

48

Recovery

Support a back-up system

49

Recovery

Be made available within a designated timeframe (i.e., 15 minutes) in the event of a system
failure

50

Recovery

Be restored to condition that existed prior to corruption or system failure occurred

51

Recovery

Support auto-save functionality and ability to restore the last saved transaction

Ex. HTML 5

User activated support for the current process activity (i.e.,
training videos, FAQ's, step-by-step instructions, etc.)

General Requirements
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Business Process Matrix
Locate Graduates
OBJECTIVES

BUSINESS RULES

TRIGGERS

TASK SET

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

 To obtain the most
recent and valid
graduate contact
information in a
timely manner

 University Registrar
information sharing
policies
 Data sharing
policies with MOH,
Health Professional
Council, and
Professional
Associations

 Periodic search
 Initiation of
graduate tracking
activities
 Initiation of
Alumni
Association
 Invalid contact
information
 Upcoming
graduation
 Matriculation
 Curriculum
Review

1. Select Cohort(s)
of Graduates
2. Request List of
Graduates
3. Provide List of
Graduates and
Contact
Information
4. Merge/
Deduplicate
Graduate
Information
5. Contact
Graduate
6. Graduate
Available?
7. Verify Graduate
Information
8. Obtain Graduate
Information
Using Other
Means
9. Update
Graduate
Information

 Social media
presence (i.e.,
Facebook,
Twitter,
LinkedIn, etc.)
 Contact
information
gathered from
medical
association,
alumni
association,
professional
associations,
registrar
offices, health
services
deployment
data
 Contact
information for
current
students or
faculty
(snowballing)

 List of contact
information for
graduates
 List of graduates
with verified
contact
information
 List of graduates
with contact
information that
was not verified
 List of graduates
that were
contacted
 List of graduates
that were not
contacted

10

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES
 Number of
graduates with
verified contact
information

Locate Graduates

Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

Graduates

1 of 1

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

7. Verify
Graduate
Information

Start

1. Select
Cohort(s) of
Graduates

2. Request List
of Graduates

Yes

4. Merge/
Deduplicate
Graduate
Information

5. Contact
Graduate

9. Update
Graduate
Information

6. Graduate
Available?

No

8. Obtain Graduate
Information Using
Other Means

Registrar/MOH/
Prof. Assoc./Etc.

End

3. Provide List of
Graduates and
Contact Information

Activity Details /
Narrative

Objectives:
To obtain the most recent and valid
graduate contact information in a
timely manner
Measurable Outcomes:
Number of graduates with verified
contact information
General Notes:
Locating graduates is an iterative process
that utilizes multiple approaches:
graduate information is received from
the University Registrar, Ministry of
Health, professional associations and
councils, etc.; surveys can be
administered at events/social media
sites attended by many graduates,
including association meeting or social
media sites (i.e., Facebook, LinkedIn,
etc.); and graduate contact information
is gathered from other graduates already
located.

Activity Description:
1. Select Cohort(s) of Graduates
The graduate tracking coordinator will
determine which graduate cohort(s)
(graduate year, retired, non-practicing,
specialty, etc.) they are trying to locate
2. Request List of Graduates
The graduate tracking coordinator will
request a list of all graduates from all
available sources (i.e., University Registrar,
Ministry of Health, professional associations
or councils, etc.)
3. Provide List of Graduates and Contact
Information
Each available source will generate and
send a list of all graduate contact
information they have available to the
graduate tracking coordinator
This list may be in a paper or electronic
format

11

4. Merge/Deduplicate Graduate Information
The graduate tracking coordinator will
deduplicate the graduate information and
check for multiple records for the same
graduate and merge into one record
This activity could occur manually or by
the system identifying duplicate graduate
records
5. Contact Graduate
The graduate tracking coordinator will
attempt to contact the graduate using
the contact information provided by each
source
6. Graduate Available?
After attempting to contact the
graduates a specified number of times by
all available methods, the graduate
tracking coordinator will then conclude if
the graduate is reachable

7. Verify Graduate Information
If the graduate is available, the graduate
tracking coordinator will verify the
graduate’s contact information, as well as
any additional needed information
8. Obtain Graduate Information Using Other
Means
If the graduate is not reached, the
graduate tracking coordinator will
attempt to gather the graduate’s
information through other means, such as
networking, social media, in-person
events, “snowball emailing” to other
graduates, etc.
9. Update Graduate Information
The graduate tracking coordinator will
update all graduate information gathered
in either a paper based or electronic
system

Functional Requirements for Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

1

Locate Graduates

Select Cohort(s) of
Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to assign a status indicator to a graduate

I.e., located, not located, pending, etc.

2

Locate Graduates

Select Cohort(s) of
Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to select one or more cohorts of graduates

Select graduates that have not been
located

3

Locate Graduates

Select Cohort(s) of
Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to select criteria to narrow down cohort selection

I.e., year, specialty, employment area,
etc.

4

Locate Graduates

Request List of Graduates Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to generate a request for list of graduates and
their contact information using a template

Request will include specific graduate
cohort(s) information needed, specific
data elements needed, etc. The
template request is user defined.

5

Locate Graduates

Request List of Graduates Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to select the sources to receive the request

I.e., University Registrar, Ministry of
Health, professional associations or
councils, etc.

6

Locate Graduates

Request List of Graduates Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to store contact information

I.e., contact information for the main
point of contact for each source
organization

7

Locate Graduates

Request List of Graduates Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to send request for list of graduates and their
contact information to one or more sources

I.e., regular and secure email, fax, print
copy for mailing and address on
envelope, etc.

8

Locate Graduates

Request List of Graduates Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to notify user of request for list of graduates and
their contact information receipt by each source

9

Locate Graduates

Provide List of Graduates Registrar/MOH/Prof.
and Contact Information Assoc./Etc.

Allow user to manually enter graduate information into
individual graduate records

10

Locate Graduates

Provide List of Graduates Registrar/MOH/Prof.
and Contact Information Assoc./Etc.

Allow user to create new graduate records

This could occur if graduate information
is received from a graduate that has not
been previously located

11

Locate Graduates

Provide List of Graduates Registrar/MOH/Prof.
and Contact Information Assoc./Etc.

Have ability to upload graduate information from an outside
source

I.e., Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word
files, etc.

12

Locate Graduates

Provide List of Graduates Registrar/MOH/Prof.
and Contact Information Assoc./Etc.

Have ability to send acknowledgement back to the source that
their information was received

13

Locate Graduates

Merge/Deduplicate
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to compare and check graduate information from
two or more sources for accuracy

14

Locate Graduates

Merge/Deduplicate
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to detect and flag duplicate graduate records

Locate Graduates
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ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

15

Locate Graduates

Merge/Deduplicate
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to flag incomplete or partially incomplete data
fields

I.e., highlight or bold the information

16

Locate Graduates

Merge/Deduplicate
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to automatically update identified data issues

I.e., update formatting, spelling, etc.

17

Locate Graduates

Merge/Deduplicate
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to ask user to confirm changes to core data fields I.e., name changes, graduation year, etc.

18

Locate Graduates

Merge/Deduplicate
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to edit graduate information

19

Locate Graduates

Merge/Deduplicate
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to merge duplicate graduate records

20

Locate Graduates

Merge/Deduplicate
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to save graduate information

21

Locate Graduates

Merge/Deduplicate
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to print graduate information

22

Locate Graduates

Contact Graduate

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to view graduate information

23

Locate Graduates

Contact Graduate

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to draft letter to graduate requesting an update
of information

24

Locate Graduates

Contact Graduate

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to send letter to graduate

I.e., email, mail, fax, etc.

25

Locate Graduates

Contact Graduate

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability for graduates to access systems and update
information

I.e., web-based platform

26

Locate Graduates

Graduate Available?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to document details of contact with a graduate

I.e., successful and unsuccessful contact

27

Locate Graduates

Verify Graduate
Information

Graduates and Graduate
Tracking Coordinator

Have ability to receive response from graduates

I.e., updates on information

28

Locate Graduates

Verify Graduate
Information

Graduates and Graduate
Tracking Coordinator

Have ability to send acknowledgement back to the graduate
that their response was received

29

Locate Graduates

Verify Graduate
Information

Graduates and Graduate
Tracking Coordinator

Have ability to alert user that graduate has responded to
contact

30

Locate Graduates

Obtain Graduate
Information Using Other
Means

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to interface with social media platforms

I.e., Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.

31

Locate Graduates

Obtain Graduate
Information Using Other
Means

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to alert user when a graduate responds to social
media contact attempts

I.e., posting, direct messaging, etc.

Locate Graduates
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ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

32

Locate Graduates

Obtain Graduate
Information Using Other
Means

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to save events to a calendar

33

Locate Graduates

Obtain Graduate
Information Using Other
Means

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to alert user when a potential networking event is Enables the user to contact the event
happening in X time frame
sponsor to get permission to attend and
gather information from graduates

34

Locate Graduates

Obtain Graduate
Information Using Other
Means

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to stop automatic attempts of contact after X time
frame

35

Locate Graduates

Obtain Graduate
Information Using Other
Means

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Provide user the option to automatically generate an email to
send to previously contacted graduates to ask if they have
information about a graduate not yet located

I.e., snowball email

36

Locate Graduates

Update Graduate
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to update graduate contact status

I.e., contacted, unreachable, etc.

37

Locate Graduates

Update Graduate
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to display graduate contact status

38

Locate Graduates

Update Graduate
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to edit graduate information

39

Locate Graduates

Update Graduate
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Provide audit trail for graduate information updates

40

Locate Graduates

Update Graduate
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Use a web-based interface

41

Locate Graduates

Update Graduate
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow graduates to log in to web-based interface

42

Locate Graduates

Update Graduate
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow graduates to update graduate information

43

Locate Graduates

Update Graduate
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to maintain past graduate information on file

To be updated with association events,
social events, etc.

I.e., previous employment, additional
education, etc.

Locate Graduates
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Business Process Matrix
Collect/Update Graduate Information
OBJECTIVES
 To collect new
and/or update
graduate contact
and employment
information in a
timely manner

BUSINESS RULES

TRIGGERS

TASK SET

 Periodic graduate 1. Graduate
 University and
Information
information
national
Available from
update
ethical/Institutional
Other Sources?
Review Board (IRB)  A student
2. Create Graduate
approval
completes the
Tracking Survey
training program
 National human
Tools
resource
 Graduate
3. Review and
deployment
information
Update Survey
regulations
requested for
Questions
research
4. Select Graduates
purposes
 Graduate contact 5. Distribute
Survey to
information
Selected
changes
Graduates
 Transcript
6.
Receive and
requests
Complete
 Institutional
Survey
financial support
7.
Return
 Professional
Completed
registration/
Survey
licensure
8.
Receive
 National health
Completed
strategic planning
Survey
 Human Resources
9.
Determine
for Health (HRH)
Survey Response
strategic planning
Rate
 Engagement with
10. Follow Up
communities of

15

INPUTS
 List of
graduates
 Newly
recorded/
updated
graduate
contact
information
 Updated and
validated
graduate
surveys
 Literature
review
 Health
Professional
Council
registration
information
 Ministry of
Health (MOH)
human
resources
information

OUTPUTS
 Completed/
updated survey
 Updated contact
information
 Updated
graduate
specialization
information
 Graduate
curriculum
feedback
 Graduate
information
reports

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES
 Rate of response
to survey in X
time frame
 Proportion of
total graduates
being tracked in X
time frame

OBJECTIVES

BUSINESS RULES

TRIGGERS

TASK SET

practice
Required?
11. Follow Up with
 Leadership
Graduates
opportunities
12.
Record/Update
 Employment
Graduate
opportunities
Information
 Curriculum
updates
 Participation in a
mentorship
program for
current students
 Engagement for
decision making
situations (i.e.,
university boards,
special lectures,
etc.)
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INPUTS

OUTPUTS

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES

Collect/Update Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

1 of 2

Start

1. Graduate
Information
Available from
Other Sources?

3. Review and
Update Survey
Questions

4. Select
Graduates

6. Receive and
Complete
Survey

Objectives:
To collect new and/or update graduate
contact and employment information in
a timely manner

Activity Details /
Narrative

5. Distribute
Survey to
Selected
Graduates

A

Graduates

Yes

No

2. Create
Graduate
Tracking Survey
Tools

Measurable Outcomes:
Rate of response to survey in X time
frame
Proportion of total graduates being
tracked in X time frame

Activity Description:
1. Graduate Information Available from
Other Sources?
The graduate tracking coordinator checks
other data sources (Ministry of Health,
Health Professional Council, University
Registrar, professional associations, etc.) to
determine if the data is available
2. Create Graduate Tracking Survey Tools
Pre-defined process
3. Review and Update Survey Questions
The graduate tracking coordinator will
review and update the graduate survey
questions to ensure that they will elicit all
information needed
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4. Select Graduates
The graduate tracking coordinator will
determine which graduate or groups of
graduates should receive the survey
5. Distribute Survey to Selected Graduates
The graduate tracking coordinator will
distribute the survey to the graduates in
one or more formats (i.e., on paper in
large groups, electronically via social
media (Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.), email,
verbally via phone interviews, etc.)
6. Receive and Complete Survey
The selected graduates will receive and
complete the survey questions

B

Collect/Update Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

2 of 2

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

No
8. Receive
Completed
Survey

9. Determine
Survey Response
Rate

12. Record/
Update
Graduate
Information

10. Follow Up
Required?

Yes
A

Graduates

11. Follow Up
with Graduates

B

7. Return
Completed
Survey

Activity Details /
Narrative

Activity Description:
7. Return Completed Survey
The selected graduates will return the
completed survey to the graduate
tracking coordinator
8. Receive Completed Survey
The graduate tracking coordinator
receives the completed survey from the
selected graduates
9. Determine Survey Response Rate
The graduate tracking coordinator will
review the returned surveys and how
many graduates have completed the
survey out of the total number of surveys
distributed

10. Follow Up Required?
Based on the survey response rate and
additional factors, the graduate tracking
coordinator determines if they need to
follow up with a graduate (i.e., the
graduate has questions or has agreed to
share information about other graduates
from their cohort)
11. Follow Up with Graduates
If the graduates require follow up, the
graduate tracking coordinator will follow up
via email or telephone interview
12. Record/Update Graduate Information
The graduate tracking coordinator will
record or update graduate information
based on the responses to the survey or
follow up
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End

Functional Requirements for Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE
Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

1

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Graduate Information
Available from Other
Sources?

2

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

SEE CREATE GRADUATE TRACKING SURVEY TOOLS BUSINESS
PROCESS REQUIREMENTS

3

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Review and Update
Survey Questions

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to select and view a survey

4

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Review and Update
Survey Questions

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to return to and modify the survey questions

Based on the reason for collecting
graduate information

5

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Review and Update
Survey Questions

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to check the survey for formatting and accuracy

I.e., spelling, grammar, etc.

6

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Select Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to display graduate list

7

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Select Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to view list of graduates and their information

8

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Select Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to update graduate information

9

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Select Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to search for graduates

10

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Select Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to auto suggest graduates

11

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Select Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to select graduates

12

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Distribute Survey to
Selected Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to create the survey in multiple formats

I.e., a hardcopy survey, a webbased survey platform (Survey
Monkey, Zoomerang, etc.), etc.

13

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Distribute Survey to
Selected Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to suggest a format for a survey to the user

Based on the information and
questions included in the survey

14

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Distribute Survey to
Selected Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to preview the survey

15

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Distribute Survey to
Selected Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to send survey tool electronically

16

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Distribute Survey to
Selected Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to print survey tool

17

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Distribute Survey to
Selected Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to include/display survey instructions

18

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Distribute Survey to
Selected Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to print and address envelop

Have ability to download data from other sources

Provides a wide scope for obtaining
graduate information

I.e., graduate records with
incomplete information

I.e., email, web-based platform, etc.

Collect/Update Graduate Information
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Functional Requirements for Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

19

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Distribute Survey to
Selected Graduates

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE
Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

20

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Distribute Survey to
Selected Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to suggest the use of the toll free numbers to the user
when scheduling interviews

21

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Receive and Complete
Survey

Graduates

Have ability to notify user when graduate receives the survey

22

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Receive and Complete
Survey

Graduates

Have ability to capture survey responses

23

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Receive and Complete
Survey

Graduates

Have ability to request graduate to update their information prior
to submission

24

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Return Completed Survey Graduates

Have ability to send survey responses

25

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Receive Completed
Survey

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to notify graduate that their survey responses have
been received

26

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Receive Completed
Survey

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to record which graduates have completed and
returned the survey

27

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Receive Completed
Survey

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to display which graduates have completed and
returned the survey

28

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Receive Completed
Survey

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to organize survey responses

29

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Receive Completed
Survey

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to view survey responses

30

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Determine Survey
Response Rate

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to determine the survey response rate

31

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Determine Survey
Response Rate

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to determine and set the minimum response rate for the
survey in X time frame

32

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Follow Up Required?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to alert user if minimum response rate has not been met

33

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Follow Up Required?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to alert user if survey responses indicate if follow up
with a graduate is needed

34

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Follow Up Required?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to alert user if a graduate has agreed to be contacted Graduates may agree to be
contacted to share other graduates'
contact information from their cohorts

35

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Follow Up with
Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator and
Graduates

Have ability to suggest graduates for the user to follow up with

Have ability to save a list of toll free numbers
Reliable phone line

I.e., contact information, employment,
etc.

By user preference, receipt date,
completeness, etc.

Use an algorithm to determine
response rate

I.e., graduate requested follow up,
low response rate, incomplete survey
answers, etc.

Collect/Update Graduate Information
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Functional Requirements for Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE
Graduate Tracking
Coordinator and
Graduates

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

36

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Follow Up with
Graduates

37

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Follow Up with
Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator and
Graduates

Have ability to suggest questions/topics for follow up

38

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Follow Up with
Graduates

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator and
Graduates

Have ability to document graduate follow up information

39

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Record/Update
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to update graduate information

40

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Record/Update
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to create new graduate records

41

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Record/Update
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Support an audit trail when information is updated

I.e., record who, when, and what
changes

42

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Record/Update
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to flag newly updated information

I.e., highlight, bold, etc.

43

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Record/Update
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to notify and send other systems the updated graduate I.e., system to system message
information
(interoperability), email, etc.

44

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Record/Update
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to grant viewing permission to others

I.e., temporary system access, etc.

45

Collect/Update Graduate
Information

Record/Update
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to check the survey for formatting and accuracy

I.e., spelling, grammar, etc.

Have ability to display graduate contact details

I.e., email, telephone, etc.

Collect/Update Graduate Information
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Graduate Tracking Requirements Project
Business Process Matrix
Search and View Graduate Information
OBJECTIVES

BUSINESS RULES

 To find graduate
records in a timely
manner

 System search
restrictions (paper
versus electronic)
 Role based access
rights to search and
view graduate
information

TRIGGERS
 Requests for
graduate
information
 Graduate
information
updates
 Need to
communicate
with graduates
 Employment
opportunities

TASK SET

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

1. Access Graduate
Data
2. Identify Search
Criteria
3. Search System
Using Criteria
4. Graduate
Information
Located?
5. Alternate Search
Criteria
Available?
6. Collect/Update
Graduate
Information
7. Locate
Graduates
8. View Graduate
Information

 Graduate
demographics
and
information
(i.e., name,
graduation
cohort,
employment
facility, etc.)
 Record filing
schema
(understanding
of how to
search based
on how records
are organized)

 Graduate
records searched
 List of records
returned based
on search criteria
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MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES
 Number of
successful
graduate record
searches
performed in X
time frame

Search and View Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

1 of 1

6. Collect/
Update
Graduate
Information

No

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Yes

7. Locate
Graduates

No

1. Access
Graduate Data

2. Identify
Search Criteria

Start

Objectives:
To find graduate records in a timely
manner
Measurable Outcomes:
Number of successful graduate record
searches performed in X time frame

Activity Details /
Narrative

5. Alternate
Search Criteria
Available?

General Notes:
The graduate tracking coordinator may
search and view graduate information for
many reasons, including information
updates, checking for an existing
graduate information record, etc.

3. Search
System Using
Criteria

Activity Description:
1. Access Graduate Data
The graduate tracking coordinator will
access the graduate data containing all
current graduate information
This data may be maintained in paper or
electronic format
2. Identify Search Criteria
The graduate tracking coordinator
determines what criteria they will use to
search for graduate information (i.e.,
name, graduation cohort, employment
facility, etc.)
3. Search System Using Criteria
The graduate tracking coordinator will
search using the identified criteria
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4. Graduate
Information
Located?

Yes

3. Search System Using Criteria, Cont.
This search my require manually
searching a paper filing system or using a
search and find function in an electronic
system
4. Graduate Information Located?
The graduate tracking coordinator will
determine if the search using the
identified criteria was successful in
locating specific graduate information
5. Alternate Search Criteria Available?
If the graduate information is not
located, the graduate tracking
coordinator determines if there is
additional search criteria that can be
used to locate specific graduate
information

8. View
Graduate
Information

End

5. Alternate Search Criteria Available?,
Cont.
If additional criteria is available, the
graduate tracking coordinator will search
again using the new criteria
If no additional criteria is available, the
graduate tracking coordinator will begin
the process to Collect/Update the
Graduate Information or Locate Graduates
6. Collect/Update Graduate Information
Pre-defined process
7. Locate Graduates
Pre-defined process
8. View Graduate Information
If the graduate information is located, the
graduate tracking coordinator will view
the graduate information either in a paper
record or in an electronic system

Functional Requirements for Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

1

Search and View Graduate Access Graduate Data Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Allow user to log in to graduate tracking system

Login requires prior approval for system
access

2

Search and View Graduate Access Graduate Data Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Have ability to log out user from the system after X time period
of system inactivity

3

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Have ability to receive and store requests to search for
graduate information

4

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Use a web-based interface

5

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Allow stakeholders to log in to a web-based interface

6

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Allow stakeholders to request graduate information

7

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Have ability to sort requests for graduate information

8

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Have ability to mark requests as complete once the search has
been completed

9

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Have ability to display available criteria

10

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Allow user to select search criteria

11

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Allow user to enter free text searches

I.e., Google-type search capabilities

12

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Have ability to auto-complete entered search criteria

I.e., smart search

13

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Have ability to auto-suggest search criteria

I.e., suggest previous common searches, etc.

14

Search and View Graduate Identify Search Criteria Graduate Tracking
Information
Coordinator

Have ability to save search criteria

15

Search and View Graduate Search System Using
Information
Criteria

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to use a rule based graduate search algorithm

16

Search and View Graduate Search System Using
Information
Criteria

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to search for and return exact data match results

17

Search and View Graduate Search System Using
Information
Criteria

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to search for and return partial data match results

Requests could come from other graduate
tracking stakeholders in multiple formats
(i.e., email, fax, written, verbal, etc.)

Requests could be sorted by user
preference, date, priority, etc.

I.e., name, graduate cohort (completion
year), specialty, age, gender, employment
location, etc.

I.e., Tom, Tommy, etc. with DOB 01-011979

Search and View Graduate Information
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Functional Requirements for Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

18

Search and View Graduate Search System Using
Information
Criteria

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to notify user of no data match results

19

Search and View Graduate Search System Using
Information
Criteria

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to display returned search results

20

Search and View Graduate Search System Using
Information
Criteria

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to sort returned search results

21

Search and View Graduate Search System Using
Information
Criteria

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to specify the number of returned search results
displayed

22

Search and View Graduate Search System Using
Information
Criteria

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to search for a graduate by modifying most current
search criteria

23

Search and View Graduate Graduate Information
Information
Located?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

NO FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY

24

Search and View Graduate Alternate Search
Information
Criteria Available?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to prompt user to begin the Locate Graduates or
the Collect/Update Graduate Information processes

Will only occur if no alternate search
criteria is available

25

Search and View Graduate Alternate Search
Information
Criteria Available?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Provide user the option to automatically generate an email to
send to previously contacted graduates to ask if they have
information about a graduate not yet located

I.e., snowball email

26

Search and View Graduate Alternate Search
Information
Criteria Available?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to display list of graduates to receive the email

27

Search and View Graduate Alternate Search
Information
Criteria Available?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to suggest possible graduates to receive the email

28

Search and View Graduate Alternate Search
Information
Criteria Available?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to select graduate to receive the email

29

Search and View Graduate Collect/Update
Information
Graduate Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

SEE COLLECT/UPDATE GRADUATE INFORMATION PROCESS
REQUIREMENTS

30

Search and View Graduate Locate Graduates
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

SEE LOCATE GRADUATES PROCESS REQUIREMENTS

31

Search and View Graduate View Graduate
Information
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to select graduate data to view

32

Search and View Graduate View Graduate
Information
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to display graduate information in multiple formats I.e., Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, PDF,
etc.

33

Search and View Graduate View Graduate
Information
Information

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to print graduate information

Requests could be sorted by user
preference, closest match, etc.

Suggestion could be based on graduation
year, employment region, specialty, etc.

Search and View Graduate Information
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Graduate Tracking Requirements Project
Business Process Matrix
Create Graduate Tracking Survey Tools
OBJECTIVES

BUSINESS RULES

TRIGGERS

TASK SET

 To create one or
more survey tools
to capture
graduate
information
efficiently and in a
timely manner

 University and
national ethical/
Institutional Review
Board (IRB)
approval
 Electronic survey
tool user
agreement terms
and conditions
 National/
institutional
approval
requirements
 Graduate tracking
survey protocol
that guide survey
tool creation
criteria (i.e., target
audience, format,
frequency, etc.)

 Periodic graduate
information
updates
 A graduate
completes the
training program
 Graduate
information
requested for
research purposes
 Graduate contact
information
changes
 Transcript
requests
 Institutional
financial support
 Registration/
licensure
 National health
strategic planning
 Human Resources
for Health (HRH)
strategic planning
 Employment
opportunities
 Curriculum
updates

1. Identify
Information to
Include in
Survey Tool
2. Draft Survey
Tool Questions
3. Send Draft
Survey Tool for
Review
4. Review and
Return Draft
Survey Tool
Feedback
5. Survey Tool
Approved?
6. Update Survey
Tool
7. Publish Survey
Tool
8. Test Survey Tool
9. Survey Tool
Complete?
10. Amend Survey
Tool
11. Finalize Survey
Tool
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INPUTS
 Survey
question
content
 List of
reviewers
 List of test
group
members
 Literature
review

OUTPUTS
 Validated survey
tool(s)

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES
 Number of
surveys tools
created
 Number of survey
tools approved
for administration
to graduates

Create Graduate Tracking Survey Tools

Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

1 of 2

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

6. Update
Survey Tool

No

2. Draft Survey
Tool Questions

Approval Boards

Start

1. Identify
Information to
Include in
Survey Tool

5. Survey
Tool
Approved?

Yes

7. Publish
Survey Tool

8. Test Survey
Tool

A

4. Review and
Return Draft
Survey Tool
Feedback

Objectives:
To create one or more survey tools to
capture graduate information
efficiently and in a timely manner

Activity Details /
Narrative

3. Send Draft
Survey Tool for
Review

Measurable Outcomes:
Number of surveys tools created
Number of survey tools approved for
administration to graduates
General Notes:
Survey tools are developed around target
audience, format, frequency, etc. The
development of these tools are guided by
national/institutional protocol.

Activity Description:
1. Identify Information to Include in Survey
Tool
The graduate tracking coordinator will
determine the purpose of the survey tool
and the information that needs to be
included in the survey tool
2. Draft Survey Tool Questions
The graduate tracking coordinator will draft
the survey tool questions that will be
administered to graduates and assign coding
(i.e., No=0 & Yes=1) to each question
3. Send Draft Survey Tool for Review
The graduate tracking coordinator will send
the draft survey tool to be reviewed.
Potential approval boards/reviewers may
include the Dean, MEPI-PI, committee or
interested groups of stakeholders, ethics
board, MOH, etc.
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4. Review and Return Draft Survey Tool
Feedback
The approval boards will receive the
draft survey tool. They will review the
questions, provide feedback on the
survey tool, and return the feedback to
the graduate tracking coordinator.
Feedback may include content and/or
grammar editing
5. Survey Tool Approved?
The graduate tracking coordinator will
review the feedback and determine if the
survey tool is complete or requires
updating, and if it is approved for testing

6. Update Survey Tool
If the survey tool is not complete, the
graduate tracking coordinator will make
changes to the survey tool questions and
then resubmit the survey tool for review
7. Publish Survey Tool
The graduate tracking coordinator will then
publish the completed survey tool in a
hardcopy form and/or using a web-based
survey platform (i.e., Survey Monkey,
Zoomerang, etc.)
8. Test Survey Tool
The graduate tracking coordinator will
administer the survey tool to test groups in
paper and/or electronic format to receive
feedback on the survey tool content

Create Graduate Tracking Survey Tools

Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

2 of 2

10. Amend
Survey Tool

No

A

9. Survey
Tool
Complete?

Yes

11. Finalize
Survey Tool

Approval Boards

End

Activity Details /
Narrative

Activity Description:
9. Survey Tool Complete?
The graduate tracking coordinator will
determine if the survey tool is complete
based on the feedback from the test group
10. Amend Survey Tool
If the survey tool is not complete, the
graduate tracking coordinator will update
the tool
11. Finalize Survey Tool
The graduate tracking coordinator will
finalize the survey tool to be administered
to graduates
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Functional Requirements for Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

1

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Identify Information to
Include in Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to receive requests for information from various
stakeholders

2

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Identify Information to
Include in Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to notify user if a request for information is
received

3

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Identify Information to
Include in Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to select information to include in the survey tool

4

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Identify Information to
Include in Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to suggest information to include in the survey

5

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Draft Survey Tool
Questions

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to manually enter survey questions

6

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Draft Survey Tool
Questions

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to save survey questions

7

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Draft Survey Tool
Questions

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to view previously written questions

8

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Draft Survey Tool
Questions

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to select prewritten questions

9

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Draft Survey Tool
Questions

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have the ability to auto suggest survey questions

10

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Draft Survey Tool
Questions

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to assign coding to survey questions

11

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Send Draft Survey Tool
for Review

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to save and maintain survey tools submission
requirements

12

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Send Draft Survey Tool
for Review

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to alert user if submission requirements have not
been met prior to sending the draft survey tool for review

13

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Send Draft Survey Tool
for Review

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Store reviewer contact information

I.e., the Dean, MEPI-PI, committee or
interested groups of stakeholders, ethics
board, MOH, etc.

14

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Send Draft Survey Tool
for Review

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Suggest a list of potential draft survey tool reviewers

Based on reviewer knowledge of the draft
survey tool content, frequency they have
been asked to review draft survey tool, etc.

15

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Send Draft Survey Tool
for Review

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to send draft survey tool to reviewers

Via email, fax, print copy for mailing, etc.

16

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Send Draft Survey Tool
for Review

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to notify user that the draft survey tool has been
received electronically by the reviewers

Suggestions will be based on previous
surveys created

I.e., question bank

I.e., No=0 & Yes=1

Create Graduate Tracking Survey Tools
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ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

17

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Review and Return Draft Approval Boards
Survey Tool Feedback

Allow report reviewers to return feedback

I.e., email document, fax, enter feedback
directly into a system generated form, etc.

18

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Review and Return Draft Approval Boards
Survey Tool Feedback

Have ability to provide reviewers with limited access to the
system

Allows the reviewers to view the survey tool
in the system and enter feedback directly
into the system

19

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Review and Return Draft Approval Boards
Survey Tool Feedback

Have ability to generate a temporary password to issue to
reviewers

Allows for limited temporary access to the
system

20

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Review and Return Draft Approval Boards
Survey Tool Feedback

Have ability to notify reviewers that feedback has been
received

21

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Review and Return Draft Approval Boards
Survey Tool Feedback

Have ability to display which reviewers have submitted
feedback

22

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Review and Return Draft Approval Boards
Survey Tool Feedback

Have ability to organize feedback

23

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Survey Tool Approved?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to view feedback

24

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Survey Tool Approved?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to alert user if updates to the survey tool are
required

25

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Update Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to return to and modify the survey tool

26

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Update Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to notify reviewers when their suggested updates
have been made

27

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Update Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow reviewers to see the updated survey tool

28

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Update Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to check the survey for formatting and accuracy

I.e., spelling, grammar, etc.

29

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Publish Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to create the survey tool in multiple formats

I.e., a hardcopy survey, a web-based survey
platform (Survey Monkey, Zoomerang, etc.),
etc.

30

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Publish Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to suggest a format for a survey tool to the user

Based on the information and questions
included in the survey tool

31

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Publish Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to preview the survey tool

Create Graduate Tracking Survey Tools
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ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

32

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Publish Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to send survey tool electronically

I.e., email, etc.

33

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Publish Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to print survey tool

34

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Test Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to store test subject contact details

35

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Test Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to automatically suggest random test subjects

From a larger test subject pool

36

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Test Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to distribute survey tool to test subjects

I.e., print hardcopy survey tools, email, etc.

37

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Test Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to capture survey responses and feedback on
survey tool

38

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Survey Tool Complete?

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to view feedback

39

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Amend Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Allow user to return to and modify the survey tool

40

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Amend Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to check the survey for formatting and accuracy

41

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Finalize Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to maintain a checklist of requirements necessary I.e., IRB requirements, etc.
to finalize a survey tool

42

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Finalize Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to alert user if finalization requirements that
have not been met prior to finalization are necessary to
finalize a survey tool

43

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Finalize Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to save final survey tool with versioning

44

Create Graduate
Tracking Survey Tools

Finalize Survey Tool

Graduate Tracking
Coordinator

Have ability to publish the survey tool

I.e., spelling, grammar, etc.

I.e., email, saving as final, etc.

Create Graduate Tracking Survey Tools
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Business Process Matrix
Manage Graduate Tracking Survey Response Data
OBJECTIVES

BUSINESS RULES

TRIGGERS

 To manage all
survey response
data collected
within a specified
time frame
 To produce
accurate and
usable data from
raw survey
response data in a
specified time
frame

 Date management
policies (i.e., data
access policies,
deidentified data
policies, data
dissemination
policies, data
ownership policies,
secure data storage
policies, etc.)

 Graduate survey
response
received

TASK SET
1. Enter Survey
Responses
2. Clean Data
3. Save and Store
Data
4. Back Up Data
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INPUTS
 Survey
responses

OUTPUTS
 Cleaned/usable
data is produced
 Database/system
is created or
updated

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES
 Number of
graduates who
returned a
completed survey
within a specified
time frame
 Number of
graduates who
responded to a
survey versus the
number of
surveys
distributed within
a specified time
frame

Manage Graduate Tracking Survey Response Data

Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

Graduate Tracking
Data Capturer

1 of 1

1. Enter Survey
Responses

3. Save and
Store Data

4. Back Up Data

Start

Objectives:
To manage all survey response data
collected within a specified time frame
To produce accurate and usable data
from raw survey response data in a
specified time frame

Activity Details /
Narrative

2. Clean Data

Measurable Outcomes:
Number of graduates who returned a
completed survey within a specified
time frame
Number of graduates who responded to
a survey versus the number of surveys
distributed within a specified time
frame

End

Activity Description:
1. Enter Survey Responses
The graduate tracking data capturer will
enter all survey responses received from
graduates into their specific paper or
electronic record
The graduate tracking data capturer may
also enter the survey responses in a coded
format
The data may be entered again by another
data capturer and the two data sets can be
compared for accuracy
2. Clean Data
The graduate tracking data capturer will
clean the data by checking for and
updating, where possible, data
completeness, duplicate records, accuracy,
miscoding, etc.
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3. Save and Store Data
The graduate tracking data capturer will
save and store the current version of the
data
4. Back Up Data
The graduate tracking data capturer will
back up the data to a separate location
(i.e., separate paper record housed in a
different location and/or an electronic
copy of the data saved in a separate
location (server, cloud, CD, USB, etc.))

Functional Requirements for Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

1

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Enter Survey
Responses

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to manually enter survey responses into individual
graduate records

2

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Enter Survey
Responses

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to create new graduate records

This could occur if survey responses are
received from a graduate that has not been
previously contacted

3

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Enter Survey
Responses

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to download survey responses from an outside
source

I.e., web-based survey platform

4

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Enter Survey
Responses

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to detect and flag if entered survey responses
are possible duplicate information

5

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Enter Survey
Responses

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to check each survey response for formatting and Each data field would have a
accuracy
predetermined format (i.e., numbers should
not be entered into a text data field) for
each entry and the system would check for
spelling, formatting, completeness, duplicate
records (deduplication and records
merging), accuracy, miscoding, etc.

6

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Clean Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to sort graduate tracking survey response data

I.e., completeness (percentage of survey
questions answered such as 75% complete,
50% complete, etc.), etc.

7

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Clean Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to ask user to confirm changes to core data
changes

I.e., name changes, graduation year, etc.

8

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Clean Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to flag data fields with possible incorrect
information

I.e., highlight or bold the information

9

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Clean Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to edit survey response data

10

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Clean Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to automatically update identified data issues

I.e., update formatting, spelling, etc.

11

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Clean Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to compare and check for accuracy for the same
data set entered two or more times

Have two different people enter the same
data and compare for accuracy. This can
identify human error.

12

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Clean Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to auto-code survey response data

I.e., No=0 & Yes=1

13

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Clean Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Support built in statistical analysis software

Manage Graduate Tracking Survey Response Data
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ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
ROLE

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)

COMMENTS

14

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Clean Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Be interoperable with a statistical analysis software

15

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Save and Store
Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to save graduate survey response data with
version control

16

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Save and Store
Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to use standard file naming nomenclature when
saving graduate survey response data

17

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Save and Store
Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Support an audit trail when graduate survey response data
records are modified

18

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Save and Store
Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to retain pre-modified graduate survey response
data records

19

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Save and Store
Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to alert user when available storage space
reaches X amount

20

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Back Up Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to back up graduate survey response data
records to an external location

I.e., server, CD, Jump Drive, cloud, etc.

21

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Back Up Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Link to a central server

I.e., institutional server

22

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Back Up Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to automatically back up graduate survey
response data records X number of times in X time frame

23

Manage Graduate Tracking
Survey Response Data

Back Up Data

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to alert user when available back up storage
space reaches X amount

I.e., who modified, date, time, etc.

Manage Graduate Tracking Survey Response Data
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Business Process Matrix
Generate Reports
OBJECTIVES

BUSINESS RULES

TRIGGERS

TASK SET

INPUTS

 To review and
analyze
information
collected from the
graduate data
management
system
 To share/
disseminate
graduate
information in one
or more formats

 University and
national guidelines
 Proprietary and
confidentiality for
reporting Private
Personal
Information (PPI)

 Request for
information
 Progress reports
 Funding
applications (i.e.,
grants)
 Internal data
analysis and
reporting
 Report feedback

1. Identify Report
Purpose
2. Define Report
Criteria
3. Generate Report
4. Complete
Review
5. Report
Acceptable?
6. Send Report to
Report End User
7. Receive Report
and Provide
Feedback

 Report criteria
 Collected and
cleaned
graduate
survey
response data
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OUTPUTS
 Reports are
generated (i.e.,
ad hoc reports,
standardized
reports, etc.)
 Disseminated
reports
 Analyzed data

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES
 Number of
reports generated
from the system
in X time frame
 Identification of
data trends within
X time frame (i.e.,
graduate
migration from
the country,
employment in
rural versus urban
areas,
specialization,
problems,
curriculum
feedback, etc.)

Generate Reports

Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

No

1. Identify
Report Purpose

2. Define Report
Criteria

3. Generate
Report

5. Report
Acceptable?

Start

Graduate Tracking Coordinator
& other Report Reviewers

Graduate Tracking
Data Capturer

1 of 1

6. Send Report
to Report End
User

Report End User

4. Complete
Review

7. Receive
Report and
Provide
Feedback

Objectives:
To review and analyze information
collected from the graduate data
management system
To share/disseminate graduate information
in one or more formats

Activity Details /
Narrative

Yes

Measurable Outcomes:
Number of reports generated from the
system in X time frame
Identification of data trends within X time
frame (i.e., graduate migration from the
country, employment in rural versus urban
areas, specialization, problems, curriculum
feedback, etc.)
General Notes:
Access to outside parties to run reports can
be granted by the graduate tracking
coordinator with the appropriate authority

Activity Description:
1. Identify Report Purpose
The graduate tracking data capturer will
identify the purpose for generating the
report. For example: a request for
information, progress reports, funding
applications (i.e., grants), etc.
2. Define Report Criteria
The graduate tracking data capturer will
select the criteria for the report (i.e.,
graduate cohort, graduate employment
facility, rural versus urban employment,
graduates deceased, specialty, etc.)
3. Generate Report
The graduate tracking data capturer will
generate a report using the defined criteria
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3. Generate Report, cont.
This report may be generated manually
or through an electronic system
4. Complete Review
The graduate tracking data capturer will
review the report to validate information
The selected reviewer(s) (i.e., graduate
tracking data entry officer’s supervisor,
graduate tracking coordinator, etc.) may
also review the report prior to
dissemination to end user
5. Report Acceptable?
The graduate tracking data capturer will
determine based on the review if the
report meets the identified purpose and
is correct

End

5. Report Acceptable?, cont.
If the report is not acceptable, the
graduate tracking data capturer will
redefine the report criteria and generate
another report
6. Send Report to Report End User
If the report is acceptable, the graduate
tracking data capturer will send the report
to the appropriate report end user
A signed agreement of acceptance may be
required by the end user prior to the
report being sent
7. Receive Report and Provide Feedback
The report end user will receive the report
and review its contents
Any feedback provided could trigger the
Generate Reports process to begin again
The report end user could also disseminate
the report to additional recipients

Functional Requirements for Graduate Tracking Requirements Project

ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

1

Generate Reports

Identify Report
Purpose

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)
ROLE
Graduate Tracking Data Have ability to receive requests for information from various
Capturer
stakeholders

COMMENTS

2

Generate Reports

Identify Report
Purpose

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to store list of stakeholders

Including contact details

3

Generate Reports

Identify Report
Purpose

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to archive requests for information

Allows user to reference previous requests

4

Generate Reports

Identify Report
Purpose

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to notify user if a request for information is
received

I.e., email, social media alerts, telephone,
fax, text messaging, etc.

5

Generate Reports

Identify Report
Purpose

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to schedule common reports to run at predetermined
dates and time

6

Generate Reports

Identify Report
Purpose

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to select/enter report purpose

7

Generate Reports

Define Report
Criteria

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to suggest report criteria based on report purpose

8

Generate Reports

Define Report
Criteria

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to select report criteria

I.e., graduate cohort, graduate employment
facility, rural versus urban employment,
graduates deceased, specialty, age,
gender, etc.

9

Generate Reports

Define Report
Criteria

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to select report output criteria

Display options, summary vs. detailed
report, sort options, alphanumeric vs. date,
etc.

10

Generate Reports

Define Report
Criteria

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to choose a report generation time frame

I.e., run now or set the time for later

11

Generate Reports

Define Report
Criteria

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability for system to determine if the report can be
immediately generated or if it must be delayed based on size

I.e., based on types of criteria, based on
size of data, etc.

12

Generate Reports

Define Report
Criteria

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to prompt user to confirm the generation of a
report at a later time if required

13

Generate Reports

Define Report
Criteria

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to save report criteria into a template

14

Generate Reports

Define Report
Criteria

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to access and customize report templates

15

Generate Reports

Generate Report

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to generate the report based on the selected
criteria

16

Generate Reports

Generate Report

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to save, display, or print report

Generate Reports
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ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)
ROLE
Graduate Tracking Data Have ability to produce reports in multiple formats
Capturer

COMMENTS

17

Generate Reports

Generate Report

i.e., text delimited file, PDF, etc.

18

Generate Reports

Generate Report

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to delete a report

Based on user roles

19

Generate Reports

Generate Report

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to delete and/or modify data elements within a
report

Lets the user modify report details or
narrative based on the audience

20

Generate Reports

Complete Review

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer, Graduate
Tracking Coordinator &
other Report Reviewers

Store reviewer contact information

21

Generate Reports

Complete Review

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer, Graduate
Tracking Coordinator &
other Report Reviewers

Suggest a list of potential report reviewers

Based on reviewer knowledge of the
report content, frequency they have been
asked to review reports, etc.

22

Generate Reports

Complete Review

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer, Graduate
Tracking Coordinator &
other Report Reviewers

Have ability to send report to reviewers

Via email, fax, print copy for mailing, etc.

23

Generate Reports

Complete Review

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer, Graduate
Tracking Coordinator &
other Report Reviewers

Have ability to notify user that the report has been received
electronically by the reviewers

24

Generate Reports

Complete Review

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer, Graduate
Tracking Coordinator &
other Report Reviewers

Allow report reviewers to return feedback

25

Generate Reports

Complete Review

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer, Graduate
Tracking Coordinator &
other Report Reviewers

Have ability to notify reviewer that feedback has been
received

26

Generate Reports

Report Acceptable? Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Allow user to return to and modify report criteria

27

Generate Reports

Send Report to the
Report End User

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to verify that the report is in the correct format

28

Generate Reports

Send Report to the
Report End User

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to send report to report end users

I.e., email document, fax, enter feedback
directly into a system generated form, etc.

I.e., regular and secure email, fax, print
copy for mailing and address on envelope,
etc.

Generate Reports
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ID

BUSINESS PROCESS

ACTIVITY

29

Generate Reports

Send Report to the
Report End User

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)
ROLE
Graduate Tracking Data Have ability to export data in selected file formats
Capturer

30

Generate Reports

Send Report to the
Report End User

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to archive completed reports

31

Generate Reports

Send Report to the
Report End User

Graduate Tracking Data
Capturer

Have ability to notify user that the report has been received
electronically by the report end users

32

Generate Reports

Receive Report and Report End User
Provide Feedback

Allow user to notify graduate tracking data capturer of report
receipt

33

Generate Reports

Receive Report and Report End User
Provide Feedback

Have ability to receive feedback on report

34

Generate Reports

Receive Report and Report End User
Provide Feedback

Allow user to notify graduate tracking data capturer of further
report dissemination

35

Generate Reports

Receive Report and Report End User
Provide Feedback

Have ability to record additional report recipients and contact
information

COMMENTS

Generate Reports
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Appendix A
The Collaborative Requirements Development Methodology™
Defining requirements is a critical step in developing or acquiring an information system that will
effectively support the work of the organization(s). If the requirements are not correctly defined, the
system will not meet the needs of the users. Describing requirements for the way in which an information
system should function involves first analyzing how the work gets done, by clearly defining the processes
involved.
Through the use of our Collaborative Requirements Development Methodology (CRDM), PHII assists
practitioners in analyzing the tasks and processes they perform, defining better ways to perform those
processes, and documenting functional requirements for the ways information systems and/or tools
should support that work. Rather than buying off‐the‐shelf products or settling for a vendor
recommendation based on arbitrary likes or dislikes, the electronic and paper based functional
requirements defined will enable public health agencies to effectively communicate with vendors and
developers on how to meet specific software needs.
To learn more about PHII’s CRDM, visit the “How We Work” page at www.PHII.org.

The Public Health Informatics Institute works to improve health outcomes worldwide
by transforming health practitioners’ ability to apply information effectively.
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Appendix B
Graduate Tracking Literature Review
This appendix contains a literature review performed at project initiation. The literature review provided
topical background information used to inform the following steps taken in the project, including
conducting eleven country specific MEPI program representative “focal person” interviews about current
graduate tracking activities; conducting Subject Matter Expert (SME) interviews about specific graduate
tracking processes; and preparing documentation to be validated and then used to elicit functional
requirements at a workshop held in Lusaka, Zambia in October 2013.

The Public Health Informatics Institute works to improve health outcomes worldwide
by transforming health practitioners’ ability to apply information effectively.
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December 2013
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Graduate Tracking Literature Review

Request
The purpose of this literature review is to research and obtain general background documentation about
graduate tracking. The literature was used by the Public Health Informatics Institute’s graduate tracking
project team to gain insight on graduate tracking prior to performing project tasks such as conducting focal
person interviews, Subject Matter Expert teleconferences, and workshop facilitation.

Sites Searched
Google Search
Chain searching: reviewed references in documents
Google [Scholar]

Terms Searched
Graduate tracking
Graduate tracking system
Alumni tracking
Alumni tracking system
Student tracking
Student tracking system
Health profession retention
Health professional migration

Summary
Some of the key activities in the MEPI/CapacityPlus collaboration are to research, define, and validate business
processes and to elicit collaborative functional requirements involved with graduate tracking. The Public
Health Informatics Institute (PHII) was contracted to lead these activities. PHII preceded these activities by
conducting a thorough literature review to provide topical background information and inform the following
project tasks:
 Conducting country specific MEPI program representative telephone interviews regarding current
graduate tracking activities
 Conducting Subject Matter Expert teleconferences regarding specific graduate tracking processes
 Preparing documentation to be validated and then used to elicit functional requirements during a
workshop held in Lusaka, Zambia on October 21 ‐ 23, 2013
Upon the completion of the literature search, all documents were reviewed to determine if they could be
organized into categories for clarity. In total, three categories emerged including Graduate Tracking Tools and
Systems, Graduate Tracking Methodology and Topics, and Health Professional Retention. Each document has
been cited, categorized, and briefly summarized below.

The Public Health Informatics Institute works to improve health outcomes worldwide
by transforming health practitioners’ ability to apply information effectively.
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Graduate Tracking Literature Review

All Results
Graduate Tracking Tools and Systems
A Framework for Designing Smart Alumni Systems
Author: Gandham, L.P.
Source: Florida A&M University
Date: 2011
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: This document discusses research about incorporating features of social networking and
data mining into alumni systems. Such an alumni system is termed "smart alumni system." This document
includes a framework for smart alumni systems and a proof‐of‐concept prototype implementation of smart
alumni system subsets.
Assess Privacy Protecting in Alumni Service
Author: Sa‐Adaem, K. and Y. Teng‐Amnuay
Date: 2011
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: Assessment guidelines for alumni systems based on generic features, privacy patterns,
privacy legal constraints, and privacy enhancing technologies.
Developing a Standard Framework for Tracking Medical Graduates and Physicians in Sub‐Saharan Africa
Author: Mugagga, K., et al.
Source: Kampala International University
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: Tool to assist African based medical schools develop a standard framework for physician
tracking.
Survey of Graduate Tracking Systems Around the World
Author: Usher, A. and P. Marcucci.
Source: Higher Education Strategy Associates
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: Data collected from experts from 10 countries about managing graduate data for quality
assurance, using graduate tracking data for curriculum development, and graduate voices on the transition
from school to career. This document identifies some of the most successful systems in different countries in
terms of meeting identified objectives.

Graduate Tracking Methodology and Topics
Statistical Data ‐ The Underestimated Tool for Higher Education Management ‐ Case of Makerere University
Author: Nakabo‐Ssewanyana, S.
Source: Makerere University
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: Study addresses issues of data availability and requirements for higher education
management.

The Public Health Informatics Institute works to improve health outcomes worldwide
by transforming health practitioners’ ability to apply information effectively.
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Tracking Alumni ‐ Strategies for Collecting and Updating Personal and Professional Information
Author: Tansey, J. and J. Yarrish.
Date: 2008
Source: The Advisory Board Company
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: Consulting project to answer the question: "What strategies are peer institutions using
to gather and update biographical and employment data from alumni?”
Tracking University Graduates in the Workforce ‐ Information to Improve Education and Health Systems in
Tanzania
Author: Pemba, S., et al.
Date: 2012
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: This study explores how institutions can gather/use data to target/improve quality of
education for an increasing number of graduates. This document identifies some of the universities'
challenges.
Using Professional Social Networking as an Innovative Method for Data Extraction
Author: Tantawy, R. Y., Z. Farouk, S. Mohamed, and A.H. Yousef
Date: 2012
Source: Technology Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center & ICTP, Ministry of Higher Education, Egypt
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: This study shows the impact of social networking sites (SNS) in discovering the relation
between Egyptian University graduates and the IT job market, both inside and outside of Egypt. It shows that
SNS can be a reliable source for alumni data, especially for city of residence.

Health Professional Retention
Brain Drain of Health Professionals from Sub‐Saharan Africa to Canada
Author: Labonte, R., et al.
Source: Southern Africa Migration Project
Date: 2011
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: Research on health professional migration in Sub‐Saharan Africa.
Influence of PEPFAR on Career Choices and Emigration of Health‐Profession Graduates from a Ugandan
Medical School
Author: Bajunirwe, F., et al.
Date: 2013
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: Study to determine the current work distribution of health professionals from a public
Ugandan medical school in a period of major donor funding for HIV programs.

The Public Health Informatics Institute works to improve health outcomes worldwide
by transforming health practitioners’ ability to apply information effectively.
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Medical Students' Characteristics as Predictors of Career Practice Location
Author: Zimmerman, M., et. al.
Date: 2012
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: Study determines which characteristics of Nepalese medical students are associated
with graduate doctors staying to practice in country or in its rural areas.
The Migration of Physicians from Sub‐Saharan Africa to USA
Author: Hagopian, A., et al.
Date: 2004
Source: Human Resources for Health
Find it: Provided electronically
Document Summary: Describes the numbers, characteristics, and trends in migration to the USA of physicians
trained in Sub‐Saharan Africa.

The Public Health Informatics Institute works to improve health outcomes worldwide
by transforming health practitioners’ ability to apply information effectively.
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Appendix D
Graduate Tracking Vision and Next Steps
This appendix contains the graduate tracking vision and next steps as defined by the workshop
participants. Each participant had the opportunity to summarize their personal and institutional vision
and next steps for graduate tracking from the end of the workshop, October 23, 2013, until July 1, 2014.

What is your graduate tracking vision for your institution by June 2014?
Institution Name
Kilimanjaro Christian Medical
Center (KCMC)
University of Zambia (UNZA)

Stellenbosch University (SU)
University of Zimbabwe College
of Health Sciences (UZCHS)
Kwame Nkrumah University of
Science and Technology School
of Medical Sciences (KNUST
SMS)
University of Botswana
Uganda – MEPI

MOH Zambia
Human Resources Development
Division of the Ministry of
Health in Uganda
Uganda Medical and Dental
Practitioners’ Council (UMDPC)
Ethiopia Federal Ministry of
Health

IntraHealth Zambia

Vision
To have a successful graduate tracking system at the institution
Complete graduate tracking database; Institutionalized tracking
system from enrollment of students/graduation; Well established
database of students to graduate; Greater involvement of
stakeholders
Increase buy‐in to the process of graduate tracking
Establish an all stakeholder approach between the MOH, University of
Zimbabwe and Medical Council
Establish graduate tracking office, employ staff, make existing
graduate tracking website fully operational, and establish national
alumni engagement
Design a tool for graduate tracking; Collected data from all 5 groups of
the MBBS students prior to graduation
Compare all entrants, undergraduates and graduates to the validated
data bank at the respective MEPI institutions; Make regular evaluation
reports available and use reports to develop policy briefs for allied
ministries and institutions
Adopt a tracking system and customize it to the national requirements
Foster more collaboration with medical training institutions in
developing their graduates; Gather information of the graduates
location and influence the MOH to make decisions and policy shifts
accordingly
To accurately collect, provide, and use the graduate tracking
information to UMDPC and stakeholders
Establish national plan for graduate tracking vs. institutional plan;
Establish list of all of the medical graduates in the country since 1967;
Create a social media website to track the address of each medical
graduate
To establish a system that will track trained volunteers, lay consolers,
and health workers for HIV testing and counseling project
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What is the graduate tracking vision you have for this community of practice?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Share with each other what your institution is currently doing to establish graduate tracking
processes and tools
Institutions hold each other accountable and support each other in the process of developing
graduate tracking processes and tools
Sustain /Maintain social network for graduate tracking from workshop to keep up the
momentum
Collaboratively develop graduate tracking tools (i.e. compendium of data elements and survey
questions)
Collaborate to develop a Journal of Academic Medicine MEPI supplement article
Assist institutions in tracking graduates across borders (grads and post‐grads)

Institution Name
Kilimanjaro Christian
Medical Center (KCMC)

Vision
No Response

University of Zambia (UNZA)
Stellenbosch University (SU)

Locate and know what each graduate is doing
To provide a comprehensive database of the activities conducted by all
schools with reference to graduate tracking so we can learn from this
Graduates easily accepting to go and work in rural areas in health centers
and hospitals

University of Zimbabwe
College of Health Sciences
(UZCHS)
Kwame Nkrumah University
of Science and Technology
School of Medical Sciences
(KNUST SMS)
University of Botswana
Uganda – MEPI

MOH Zambia
Human Resources
Development Division of the
Ministry of Health in Uganda
Uganda Medical and Dental
Practitioners’ Council
(UMDPC)
Ethiopia Federal Ministry of
Health
IntraHealth Zambia

Share ideas through social media, business process updates, and advice

No Response
Collaboratively develop tool across multiple MEPI programs;
Ongoing communication with sharing of experience, progress, and
challenges
No Response
Each institution actualizes its objective of graduate tracking; Institutions
that attended the meeting keep in contact and share experiences; Annual
workshops are held to assess institutions performance against their
graduate tracking goals
Share experiences about what works, what does not work and best
practices; Track graduates across borders via health professional councils
Networking with community and experiencing sharing
Collectively establish graduate tracking system for medical officers and
extended to other graduates; Continue to collaborate and share
experiences
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What tools and resources can assist you with achieving your vision?
Suggested by (Institution Name)
1. University of Botswana
2. Uganda MEPI
3. University of Zambia
1. University of Zimbabwe College of
Health Sciences (UZCHS)
2. Uganda MEPI
3. Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Center
(KCMC)
1. Ethiopia Federal Ministry of Health
1. Uganda MEPI
2. Kwame Nkrumah University of
Science and Technology School of
Medical Sciences (KNUST SMS)
1. University of Zimbabwe College of
Health Sciences (UZCHS)
2. University of Zambia
3. Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Center
(KCMC)
4. Human Resources Development
Division of the Ministry of Health in
Uganda
1. Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Center
(KCMC)
2. IntraHealth Zambia
3. Uganda Medical and Dental
Practitioners’ Council (UMDPC)
4. University of Zambia
1. IntraHealth Zambia
2. Zimbabwe College of Health Sciences
(UZCHS)
3. Ethiopia Federal Ministry of Health
4. University of Botswana
5. Kwame Nkrumah University of
Science and Technology School of
Medical Sciences (KNUST SMS)
6. Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Center
(KCMC)
7. Uganda Medical and Dental
Practitioners’ Council (UMDPC)
8. Stellenbosch University (SU)
9. University of Zambia
10. Uganda ‐ MEPI
1. Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Center
(KCMC)
2. University of Zimbabwe College of
Health Sciences (UZCHS)
3. MEPI Uganda

Category
Develop Questionnaires (paper)

Votes
3/2

Financial Resources

3/6

Research Data
High Level Buy in

1/0
2/5

People

5/4

Capacity Building

4/10

Software Development

10/11

Infrastructure

6/6
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4.
5.
6.

Ethiopia Federal Ministry of Health
University of Zambia
Uganda Medical and Dental
Practitioners’ Council (UMDPC)

What are your personal next steps for graduate tracking?
Institution Name
Kilimanjaro Christian
Medical Center (KCMC)

University of Zambia
(UNZA)

Stellenbosch University
(SU)
University of Zimbabwe
College of Health
Sciences (UZCHS)
Kwame Nkrumah
University of Science
and Technology School
of Medical Sciences
(KNUST SMS)
University of Botswana
MEPI Uganda

MOH Zambia
Human Resources
Development Division
of the Ministry of
Health in Uganda
Uganda Medical and
Dental Practitioners’
Council (UMDPC)
Ethiopia Federal
Ministry of Health
IntraHealth Zambia

Vision
Create a website and promote it during the November 8, 2013 graduation
ceremony; Create awareness of the importance of graduate tracking among
the staff; Arrange an inspiration night on the eve of graduation and request the
graduate students to have inspiration talk with current students; Create a
database by collecting graduate information from the dean’s office and other
sources
Share workshop report with key stakeholders/others at school; Continue
graduate tracking exercise; Engage stakeholders for further discussion; Get
more engaged in graduate community; Utilize existing websites
(ZMA/PCZI/MOH) to roll out survey
Engage necessary stakeholders on the development of comprehensive robust
graduate tracking system
Lead the graduate tracking project by assembling a team; Develop a plan of
action and build a database
Initiate the business practices and requirements into an already existing
graduate tracking platform

No Response
Disseminate the latest developments to MEPI‐Uganda institutions; Equip MEPI‐
Uganda schools with plan of action; Collaborate with all stakeholders to
establish effective network; Continue to interact with MEPI‐GT‐TWG
Involve management to gain support and ownership of the vision; Draw up
work plan on how to undertake and manage the activity
Give feedback to the MOH on graduate tracking; Work with the focal person
and develop and activity plan; Start to identify the list of current students and
graduates
No Response

No Response
Share workshop experiences with colleagues; Hold brainstorming meeting on
need for graduate tracking; Seek Technical Assistance from capacity plus on
how to establish graduate tracking and development of proposal to HRH
Zambia
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Graduate Tracking Reports
Report Group

Report







Demographic Reports

Specialty Report

Employment Reports



Number of physicians by specialty




Number of physicians working as interns
Number of physicians working in private
vs. public practice
Number of physicians working in urban vs.
rural
Number of physicians retired





Retention Reports



Physician migration trends in/out of
country
Number of physicians by marital status



Number of physicians not practicing (i.e.,
acting in another capacity such as working
for NGO, political official, etc.)



Number of physicians licensed or
registered

Practice Reports

Licensing and Registration Report

Detail
Number of physicians graduated
Number of physicians located/contacted
Number of physicians by age
Number of physicians by gender
Number of physicians deceased
Number of physicians by nationality
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Appendix F
Graduate Tracking Software and Functionality
Currently Available Graduate Tracking Software and Functionality:
















Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Access
RedCap (Vanderbilt University)
Microsoft Customer Relations Management System (CRM)
Human Resource Information System (HRIS)
Enterprise Resource Planning System (IERP)
STATA (Data Analysis and Statistical Software)
SPSS (Data Analysis and Statistical Software)
ATLAS TI (Data Analysis and Statistical Software)
NVIVO (Data Analysis and Statistical Software)
Epi Info (Disease Surveillance Software)
SAS (Data Analysis and Statistical Software)
Geographic Information System (GIS)
Survey Monkey
Internet Based Web Interface (i.e. Alumni Association Page)



Moodle
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Appendix G
Example Business Process Matrix, Task Flow, and Requirements Document
This appendix contains example forms with explanatory language for each of the business process tools.
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Project Name
Business Process Matrix Template
Business Process Name
OBJECTIVES

BUSINESS RULES

TRIGGERS

A concrete
statement describing
what the business
process seeks to
achieve. A well‐
worded objective will
be SMART: Specific,
Measurable,
Attainable/
Achievable, Realistic,
and Time bound.

A set of criteria that
defines or constrains
some aspect of the
business process.
Business rules are
intended to assert
business structure or
to control or
influence the
behavior. Examples in
health care and
public health include
laws, standards, and
guidelines.

An event, action,
or state that
indicates the first
course of action in
a business process.
In some cases, a
trigger is also an
input.

TASK SET
The key set of
activities that are
carried out in a
business process.
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INPUTS

OUTPUTS

Information
received by the
business process
from external
sources. Inputs
are not
generated within
the process.

Information
transferred out
from a process.
The information
may have been the
resulting
transformation of
an input, or it may
have been
information
created within the
business process.

MEASURABLE
OUTCOMES
The resulting
transaction of a
business process
that indicates the
objectives have
been met.

Business Process Name

Functional
Role

Activity

Activity

Activity

Start Event

Functional
Role

Organization,
Group, etc.

page x of x

End

Decision

Yes

Activity

Activity

Start Event

Activity
End

Activity

LEGEND

1. Identify Business Need for Data
Details
2. Identify Potential Data Requirements
Details

Functional
Role

Functional
Role
Functional
Role
General Process Notes
o
General notes regarding the task flow.

Activity

Pool

Organization,
Group, etc.
Organization,
Group, etc.

No

Start

Activity

Decision
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Sequence Flow

End
Predefined
process

Annotation

A

Sub-process

Off-page
Connector

+

ID
1.1.1

BUSINESS PROCESS
Business Process #1

ACTIVITY
Activity #1

1.1.2

Business Process #1

Activity #1

1.1.3

Business Process #1

Activity #1

1.1.4

Business Process #1

Activity #1

1.1.5

Business Process #1

Activity #1

1.1.6

Business Process #1

Activity #1

1.1.7

Business Process #1

Activity #1

1.2.1

Business Process #1

Activity #2

1.2.2

Business Process #1

Activity #2

1.2.3

Business Process #1

Activity #2

1.3.1

Business Process #1

Activity #3

1.3.2

Business Process #1

Activity #3

1.3.3

Business Process #1

Activity #3

1.3.4

Business Process #1

Activity #3

2.1.1

Business Process #2

Activity #1

2.1.2

Business Process #2

Activity #1

ENTITY / FUNCTIONAL ROLE
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity
Entity or Functional Role
performing the activity

REQUIREMENT (The system must or should…)
Requirement #1
Requirement #2
Requirement #3
Requirement #4
Requirement #5
Requirement #6
Requirement #7
Requirement #1
Requirement #2
Requirement #3
Requirement #1
Requirement #2
Requirement #3
Requirement #4
Requirement #1
Requirement #2
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Appendix H
Request for Proposal
Preparing a Request for Proposal (RFP)
Preparing a Request for Proposal can be a challenging process. It is important that you properly
prepare and allow sufficient time to fully understand your business requirements and your
jurisdiction’s procurement policies, and to thoroughly evaluate potential software vendors. Typically,
it takes from six to twelve months to complete the RFP process, depending on the complexity of the
information system.
The RFP begins with understanding your business requirements and categorizing them as “need to
have” versus “nice to have”. There may be additional technical requirements or constraints that must
be articulated to the vendors, so it is best to involve your IT department early in this process.
Most jurisdictions also have an RFP/RFQ template which you may be required to use as the basis for
your solicitation. Numerous state/local regulations are likely to govern the sequence, timing,
publication and communications requirements of your competitive solicitation. Be sure to connect
with your procurement, legal, and other departments early to understand these requirements. For
example, to what extent can you communicate with potential respondents, if at all? Can you send a
notice to vendors that the RFP has been published in the state register or on jurisdiction’s web site? If
a respondent asked you a question about your RFP, how are you to respond? Are you required to
publish the question and response to all other respondents?

Vendor Selection
Be sure to allow enough time for respondents to prepare thorough responses to the RFP. Responses
will then be evaluated and ranked on the basis of how closely they align with your “need to have” and
technical requirements, with consideration given to “nice to have” as a further ranking criteria. Based
on this evaluation, you may select one or more respondents to perform live demonstrations of their
systems, incorporating several use cases that you will provide ahead of time. Depending on the
breadth of the functionality, it will be best to allot half‐ or full‐day sessions for these use‐case
demonstrations.
The value of your RFP and the resulting demonstrations in making the best vendor selection will
depend on the clarity and applicability of the use cases you define, and on determining prior to the
demonstration how – based on what criteria – the use‐case demonstrations will be judged. Take time
immediately following each presentation to evaluate the strengths, weaknesses, and/or scores for
each use case, based on the judgment criteria previously established.
In addition to evaluating the ability of the vendor to address your specific business and technical
requirements, several additional factors should be considered. It will be important to understand the
overall cost of owning the software, including start‐up and maintenance costs, and to ascertain the
vendor’s customer service capability; both their track record of customer satisfaction, as well as their
strategy for maintaining and upgrading their software. Along these lines, it is equally important to
assess the vendor’s financial viability. It would be unfortunate indeed to purchase software with all of
the correct functionality from a vendor on the verge of bankruptcy, which could leave you with no
one to turn to for support or maintenance of your software.
Although the RFP and vendor selection process requires significant effort and due diligence, the result
will be a well‐organized and documented approach that allows you to select the most appropriate
software application and vendor to meet your business needs.
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RFP Table of Contents
Project Overview


Provide a brief high‐level description of the organization, purpose of the project, and what you plan
to achieve by implementing the new information system. Typically 1 – 2 pages in length.

Project Background and Goals


Provide details on how and why the project was conceived and the specific goals that the project has
set out to accomplish. Typically 1 – 2 pages in length.

Scope of Project


Describe the details of the scope of the project. It is also helpful to provide insight to what is defined
as out‐of‐scope. The more clarity provided here, the better the vendor can assess their ability to meet
your needs. Typically 1 – 3 pages in length.

Project Deliverables


Describe the specific project deliverables that the vendor will be responsible for completing as part of
this project. This section typically details expectations related to implementing the information
system, user testing, system documentation, system maintenance, and technical support.

Evaluation Selection Criteria


Describe in detail the criteria, along with weighting factors that will be used to evaluate the vendor.
This is typically laid out in a matrix or table structure, along with a scoring scheme. More weight is
given to those areas of highest importance.

Attachments


Requirements



General System Assessment



Vendor Assessment
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General System Assessment
1.

General System Characteristics
1.1

Describe the basic system architecture (e.g., host‐based, client/server, multi‐tiered, etc.) and
operating architecture (e.g., ASP, server location, etc.)

1.2

Describe the operating systems supported on the client (if applicable) and the server

1.3

Describe any database back‐ends supported and note what type of drivers are used or other
access technology

1.4

Describe user interfaces supported (thin client, thick client, Web, PDA, API, ADO, DDE, etc.)

1.5

If separate site servers are used, describe how site synchronization is achieved in the event of
network failure in multi‐site implementations

1.6

Describe other products with which the surveillance information system is designed to
integrate

1.7

Describe user interfaces supported by the product that are used by two or more customers
(include PDA, Web, GUI, etc.)

1.8

Can a customer install multiple non‐interacting instances of the information system in order to
support training and testing? If so, describe approach most commonly used by customers, and
give two supporting customer references.

1.9

Describe the system’s audit trail capability

1.10 Describe the minimum requirements for workstations and associated peripherals, such as
printers and barcode readers
2.

Database
2.1

Provide the name of the database product, if one is used

2.2

Describe the data model (e.g., flat file, relational, object‐oriented, proprietary, etc.)

2.3

Provide the size of the largest database installed for a customer’s information system (number
of test records)

2.4

Describe the relationship of server size to database size, and impact of server memory (all in
relationship to system response time)

2.5

Describe the impact of workstation sizing (if any) on response time

2.6

Describe the relationship of response time to number of concurrent users
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2.7

What is the maximum number of concurrent users that can be efficiently supported (if there is
a maximum)?

2.8

What is the application development language?

2.9

Describe the database tools supplied with the application

2.10 Describe the archiving capability and approach utilized in your application
2.11 Describe the audit trail capability and approach utilized to address HIPAA requirements
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Appendix J
Vendor Assessment
1.

2.

3.

Organization History
1.1

Number of years in information system business

1.2

Number of staff in organization

1.3

Number of staff assigned to information system‐related operations

1.4

Number of staff in information system development

1.5

Number of staff in information system implementation and training

1.6

Number of staff supporting current information system installed base

1.7

Describe the development history of your information system

1.8

Date of original version/release

1.9

Date of current version/release

Current Installation Base: Total number of unique customer installations of information systems
2.1

Total number of customers on latest version of information system

2.2

References from three customers on latest version of information system, who have system
needs similar to those stated in this RFP

2.3

References from three additional customers

2.4

Total number of concurrent user licenses or workstations on which information system
software is installed

2.5

Total revenue from information systems for last fiscal year

2.6

Number of new customer installations of information systems

Product Marketing
3.1

Describe the primary market for your information system

3.2

Is the product marketed as (indicate all that apply):

3.3



Part of a bundled product offering?



Part of multi‐vendor suite?



A standalone product offering?

Describe ways in which the product can be demonstrated
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4.

3.4

Describe any warranty provided (i.e., length, coverage, etc.)

3.5

Describe the new version release strategy (i.e., how often, to whom is it available, and at what
cost, if any)

Implementation Support (installation, training, database conversion)
4.1 Describe the application and database installation procedure
4.2 Describe the administrative and user training provided as a part of the implementation process
4.3 Describe available customer database conversion services
4.4 Describe database conversion tools/programs used for converting a legacy database
4.5 Describe the project management strategy for implementation, including customer sign‐offs

5.

Information System Technical Support
5.1

5.2

6.

Describe Help Desk support and problem investigation including:


Hours of operation



Access method(s) (800 numbers, Internet, on site, online remote, etc.)



Help desk operator training and information system experience



Problem‐logging mechanism



Documentation of complaint history and resolution

Describe strategy for system patches and fixes including:


Application method: individually or in groups



How they are applied at user site (e.g., remote, by user, etc.)



To whom they are distributed (e.g., entire base, version‐specific users only, etc.)



Bug‐fix prioritization and average timeframe between report and installed fix

5.3

Describe continuing training opportunities and associated costs (if any)

5.4

Describe how new versions and releases are deployed

User Groups and Other Services
6.1

Provide name of user group and contact information (name, phone number, address and/or
e‐mail address)

6.2

Describe group organizational structure and membership requirements

6.3

Describe group purpose and objectives

6.4

Provide frequency of meetings and location(s)
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7.

8.

6.5

Provide number of members (organizations and average attendance at last two meetings)

6.6

Describe other customer services and benefits

Vendor Risk Assessment
7.1

Provide Dunn and Bradstreet rating, if available

7.2

Provide percent personnel turnover for last year

7.3

Provide financial statement (balance sheet and income statement) for last full year

7.4

Provide banking reference (name, account officer, address, and telephone number)

Documentation
8.1

Describe the level of detail addressed by the documentation (e.g., general operation, low‐level
configuration, report design, API access, etc.)

8.2

Describe online documentation that can be accessed by the user directly from the application
screens

8.3

Describe how the documentation is organized and provide a hard copy version for inspection
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Appendix K
Explanation of Terminology
The following terms are included to clarify the meaning of words used within this document.
automating
Attempting to reduce an existing manual job to a set of computer programs that can replace the existing
manual effort with the minimum of human effort or understanding.
best practice
A technique or methodology that, through experience and research, has shown to reliably lead to a
desired result.
business practice
Habitual or customary actions or acts in which an organization engages. Also used in the plural to describe
a set of business operations that are routinely followed.
business process
A set of related work tasks designed to produce a specific desired programmatic (business) result. The
process involves multiple parties internal or external to the organization and frequently cuts across
organization boundaries.
business process analysis
The effort to understand an organization and its purpose while identifying the activities, participants, and
information flows that enable the organization to do its work. The output of the business process analysis
phase is a model of the business processes consisting of a set of diagrams and textual descriptions to be
used for design or redesign of business processes.
business process redesign
The effort to improve the performance of an organization's business processes and increase customer
satisfaction. Business process redesign seeks to restructure tasks and workflow to be more effective and
more efficient.
business rules
A set of statements that define or constrain some aspect of the business process. Business rules are
intended to assert business structure or to control or influence the behavior of the health agency
(business).
context diagram (entity diagram)
Reflects relationships and boundaries that exist between individuals and groups within a work
environment, and shows how they relate to one another to achieve the goals and objectives of the
process. It consists of the following elements:
(1) entity: A person or group of people (e.g., accounts payable clerk or accounts payable
department) who performs one or more tasks involved in a process.
(2) transaction: Information exchanges between entities. Entities are represented by circles and
transactions are represented by arrows. A context diagram may involve all the transactions of a
single user of a system or of multiple users. Usually, single‐user diagrams are attempted first (for
ease), but multi‐user diagrams are needed to get a good look at an entire process.
critical task
An action or set of actions that adds an identifiable value to a given business process objective.
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customer
Groups or individuals who have a business relationship with the organization— those who receive and use
or are directly affected by the services of the organization. Customers include direct recipients of
treatment and services, internal customers who provide services and resources for final recipients, and
other organizations and entities that interact with an LHD to provide treatment and services.
entity
A person, group of people, or organization that performs one or more tasks involved in a process. The
entities are the participants in the process. Entities are represented by circles in context diagrams.
framework
A defined support structure in which other components can be organized and developed. A logical
structure for classifying and organizing complex information. A system of rules, ideas, or principles that
provides a unified view of the needs and functionality of a particular service.
function
A repeatable task series or operation that is used in more than one instance and can be shared across
multiple business processes.
goal
The major health goal that the business process supports. The goal is the end state to be achieved by the
work of the health agency and should be defined in terms of the benefits provided to the
community/population or individual/client.
information system
Refers to the interaction between processes and technology, which may occur within or between
organizations. It includes the information technology an organization uses, the ways the organizations
interacts with the technology, and the ways technology works with the organization’s business processes.
input(s)
Information received by the business process from external sources. Inputs are not generated within the
process.
logical design
Logical design describes textually and graphically how an information system must be structured to
support the requirements. Logical design is the final step in the process prior to physical design, and the
products provide guidelines from which the programmer can work.
objective
A concrete statement describing what the business process seeks to achieve. The objective should be
specific to the process such that one can evaluate the process or reengineer the process and understand
how the process is performing towards achieving the specific objective. A well‐worded objective will be
SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable/Achievable, Realistic and Time‐bound).
operation
A task series that completes a transaction.
outcome
The resulting transaction of a business process that indicates the objective has been met. Producing or
delivering the outcome satisfies the stakeholder of the first event that triggered the business process.
Often, measures can be associated with the outcome (e.g., how much, how often, decrease in incidents,
etc.). An outcome can be, but is not necessarily, an output of the process.
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output(s)
Information transferred out from a process. The information may have been the resulting transformation
of an input, or it may have been information created within the business process.
result
A task output that may be used in one of three ways: (a) as an input to the next sequential step, (b) as an
input to a downstream step within a task series, or (c) as the achievement of an organizational objective.
requirements
Define the specific tasks that need to be performed by an information system to complete a task.
requirements definition
Serves to specifically define the functionality to be supported. Requirements are also specified to ensure
that activities within the business process remain within physical and operational boundaries.
Requirements definition answers the question: “How would you see information systems supporting Task
X?”
requirements development methodology
A logical, step‐wise approach to think through the tasks that are performed to meet the specific public
health objectives (analyze business processes), rethink the tasks to increase effectiveness and efficiency
(redesign business processes), and describe what the information system must do to support those tasks
(define system requirements).
stakeholder
A person, group, or business unit that has a share or interest in a particular activity or set of activities.
task
A definable piece of work that can be done at one time; i.e., what happens between the in‐box and the
out‐box on someone’s desk. A business process is made up of a series of work tasks.
task flow diagram
Graphic depiction of tasks showing inputs, processes, and results for each step that makes up a task.
task series
Any succession or progression of discrete tasks. A business process may contain more than one task
series.
task set
The set of tasks that are carried out in a business process.
transaction
Information exchanges between entities. May also be the exchange of goods (e.g., a vaccine or payment)
or services (e.g., an inspection) between two entities. Transactions are represented by arrows in context
diagrams.
trigger
Event, action, or state that initiates the first course of action in a business process. A trigger may also be
an input, but not necessarily so.
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